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The Beauty Of Humanity Movement
Experience the riveting, dystopian Uglies series seen as
never before—through the eyes of Shay, Tally Youngblood’s
closest and bravest friend, who refuses to take anything
about society at face value. “From the moment we are born,
we are considered threats in need of ‘special’ management.
We are watched and shaped and exploited by a force most of
us never see. . . . All to keep us safe. . . . Do you feel safe?!
Or do you feel like you’re in a cage?”—Shay In Pretties, Tally
Youngblood and her daring best friend, Shay, both underwent
the operation that turned them from ordinary Uglies into
stunning beauties. Now this thrilling new graphic novel
reveals Shay’s perspective on living in New Pretty Town . . .
and the way she sees it, there’s more to this so-called
paradise than meets the eye. With the endless parties and
custom-made clothes, life as a Pretty should be perfect. Yet
Shay doesn’t feel quite right. She has little to no memory of
her past; it’s as if something in her brain has inexplicably
changed. When she reunites with Tally and the Crims—her
rebellious group of friends from Uglyville—she begins to recall
their last departure to the wild, and the headstrong leader she
used to be. And as she remembers the truth about what
doomed their escape, Shay decides to fight back—against the
status quo, against the mysterious Special Circumstances,
even against her own best friend.
"A paean to unabashed, unbridled love." --Khaled Hosseini,
New York Times-bestselling author of The Kite Runner A
mesmerizing debut set in Syria on the cusp of the unrest, A
Word for Love is the spare and exquisitely told story of a
young American woman transformed by language, risk, war,
and a startling new understanding of love. It is said there are
ninety-nine Arabic words for love. Bea, an American
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exchange student, has learned them all: in search of deep
feeling, she travels to a Middle Eastern country known to hold
the "The Astonishing Text," an ancient, original manuscript of
a famous Arabic love story that is said to move its best
readers to tears. But once in this foreign country, Bea finds
that instead of intensely reading Arabic she is entwined in her
host family's complicated lives--as they lock the doors, and
whisper anxiously about impending revolution. And suddenly,
instead of the ancient love story she sought, it is her daily
witness of a contemporary Romeo and Juliet-like
romance--between a housemaid and policeman of different
cultural and political backgrounds--that astonishes her,
changes her, and makes her weep. But as the country drifts
toward explosive unrest, Bea wonders how many secrets she
can keep, and how long she can fight for a romance that does
not belong to her. Ultimately, in a striking twist, Bea's own
story begins to mirror that of "The Astonishing Text" that drew
her there in the first place--not in the role of one of the lovers,
as she might once have imagined, but as the character who
lives to tell the story long after the lovers have gone. With
melodic meditation on culture, language, and familial
devotion. Robbins delivers a powerful novel that questions
what it means to love from afar, to be an outsider within a
love story, and to take someone else's passion and cradle it
until it becomes your own.
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK • Ghana, eighteenth
century: two half sisters are born into different villages, each
unaware of the other. One will marry an Englishman and lead
a life of comfort in the palatial rooms of the Cape Coast
Castle. The other will be captured in a raid on her village,
imprisoned in the very same castle, and sold into slavery.
One of Oprah’s Best Books of the Year and a
PEN/Hemingway award winner, Homegoing follows the
parallel paths of these sisters and their descendants through
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eight generations: from the Gold Coast to the plantations of
Mississippi, from the American Civil War to Jazz Age Harlem.
Yaa Gyasi’s extraordinary novel illuminates slavery’s
troubled legacy both for those who were taken and those who
stayed—and shows how the memory of captivity has been
inscribed on the soul of our nation.
Being in force today
The daily lives of ordinary people are replete with objects,
common things used in commonplace settings. These objects
are our constant companions in life. As such, writes Soetsu
Yanagi, they should be made with care and built to last,
treated with respect and even affection. They should be
natural and simple, sturdy and safe - the aesthetic result of
wholeheartedly fulfilling utilitarian needs. They should, in
short, be things of beauty. In an age of feeble and ugly
machine-made things, these essays call for us to deepen and
transform our relationship with the objects that surround us.
Inspired by the work of the simple, humble craftsmen Yanagi
encountered during his lifelong travels through Japan and
Korea, they are an earnest defence of modest, honest,
handcrafted things - from traditional teacups to jars to cloth
and paper. Objects like these exemplify the enduring appeal
of simplicity and function: the beauty of everyday things.
Tu' is a young tour guide working in Hanoi. As he leads bands
of Westerners on 'war tours' through the scarred landscape of
Vietnam, he wonders what it is that his clients see - and what
they miss entirely. Maggie is Vietnamese by birth but has
lived most her life in the U.S. Returning to her homeland, she
sifts through history for clues as to the fate of her dissident
father. Witness to both their stories, Old Man Hung has lived
through decades of political upheaval. But Hung has found a
way to provide hope in his waterside community: The Beauty
of Humanity Movement. The Beauty of Humanity Movement
is a keenly observed and skillfully wrought novel about the
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reverberation of conflict through generations, the enduring
legacy of art, and the redemption, and renewal, of long-lost
love.
Kin is a dazzling family epic from one of Croatia's most prized
writers. In this sprawling narrative which spans the entire
twentieth century, Miljenko Jergovi? peers into the dusty
corners of his family's past, illuminating them with a tender,
poetic precision. Ordinary, forgotten objects - a grandfather's
beekeeping journals, a rusty benzene lighter, an army issued
raincoat - become the lenses through which Jergovi?
investigates the joys and sorrows of a family living through a
century of war. The work is ultimately an ode to Yugoslavia Jergovi? sees his country through the devastation of the First
World War, the Second, the Cold, then the Bosnian war of the
90s; through its changing street names and borders, shifting
seasons, through its social rituals at graveyards, operas,
weddings, markets - rendering it all in loving, vivid detail. A
portrait of an era.
The Allies of Humanity Book Three: A Message to Earth
presents the third set of “Briefings” from a mysterious offplanet source whose stated purpose is to orient the human
family to the realities of life in our local universe and to alert
us to a dangerous Intervention now occurring here on Earth.
The Allies of Humanity Briefings are a genuine
communication from a group claiming to represent the “free
races” in our local region of space. The Allies distinguish
themselves from those races who are intervening in the world
today. They warn us against the presence of this Intervention,
insisting that no foreign race should be visiting our world,
either now or in the future, until humanity has gained the
strength, unity and maturity necessary to engage successfully
with a Greater Community of intelligent life in the universe.
Whether humanity can ever attain this is uncertain, yet the
Allies tell us that intervention in our world has already begun
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by several non-military races seeking to establish their
influence and dominance in our world through deceptive and
persuasive means. The Briefings reveal that we are in the
unfortunate position of being the race who is being
discovered. History has taught us the danger and the tragedy
that native peoples faced when they encountered outside
forces for the first time. Now we are all the natives of a new
world, and the threat of Intervention is upon us. As a result,
the Allies are calling for us to build enough human unity
amongst the tribes, nations and religions of Earth so that we
may protect our freedom in a non-human universe. Marshall
Vian Summers received this unique communication from the
Allies of Humanity in a state of revelation beginning in
November 1997. In the years since, the Allies of Humanity
have delivered three sets of Briefings. The Allies of Humanity
Book Three represents their most recent communication to
Earth. With the Allies Briefings, for the first time, we are being
given a window into the reality of life beyond our world, a view
that we would never have otherwise. This creates a greater
context for understanding why the Intervention is occurring,
who is generating it and what humanity will need to know to
preserve and build human freedom and sovereignty so that
we can fulfill our destiny as a free race in the universe.

With her second novel, The Petty Details of So-and-so’s
Life, award-winning and celebrated author Camilla Gibb
probes the bruises of family with humanity, hilarity, and a
keen eye for the grotesque to deliver one of the most
anticipated books of the year. A startling and ambitious
novel, as funny as it is poignant, The Petty Details of Soand-so’s Life tells the story of Blue and Emma Taylor,
who, despite an almost telepathic connection, respond to
the sudden disappearance of their explosive father in
remarkably different ways. Emma sets off in pursuit of a
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new family, and discovers a sense of belonging in the
most unexpected places. Burly, tattoo-stamped Blue,
haunted by the brutal, disparaging voice of their father,
embarks on a cross-country search for the elusive
parent. Emma and Blue share a most intimate
connection, one forged in the secret worlds and wordless
communications of childhood. As they grow, they
discover the limits of the language they share.
A fascinating history of the international human rights
movement as seen by one of its founders During the
past several decades, the international human rights
movement has had a crucial hand in struggles against
totalitarian regimes and crimes against humanity. Today,
it grapples with the war against terror and subsequent
abuses of government power. In The International
Human Rights Movement, Aryeh Neier—a leading figure
and a founder of the contemporary movement—offers a
comprehensive, authoritative account of this global force,
from its beginnings in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries to its essential place in world affairs today.
Neier combines analysis with personal experience, and
gives an insider’s perspective on the movement’s
goals, the disputes about its mission, its rise to
international importance, and the challenges to come.
This updated edition includes a new preface by the
author.
Searching for answers about her dissident father's
disappearance, a Vietnamese-American art curator
returns to her ancestral country, where she meets a
venerable pho stall soup maker and a dynamic young
tour guide whose historical and cultural insights
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irrevocably shape her life.
"A love story set in the foothills of Appalachia about two
very different people--Owen, from Kentucky, and Alma,
the daughter of Bosnian immigrants--navigating the
entanglements of class and identify in an America
coming apart at the seams"-The Age of Wonder is a colorful and utterly absorbing
history of the men and women whose discoveries and
inventions at the end of the eighteenth century gave birth
to the Romantic Age of Science. When young Joseph
Banks stepped onto a Tahitian beach in 1769, he hoped
to discover Paradise. Inspired by the scientific ferment
sweeping through Britain, the botanist had sailed with
Captain Cook in search of new worlds. Other voyages of
discovery—astronomical, chemical, poetical,
philosophical—swiftly follow in Richard Holmes's thrilling
evocation of the second scientific revolution. Through the
lives of William Herschel and his sister Caroline, who
forever changed the public conception of the solar
system; of Humphry Davy, whose near-suicidal gas
experiments revolutionized chemistry; and of the great
Romantic writers, from Mary Shelley to Coleridge and
Keats, who were inspired by the scientific breakthroughs
of their day, Holmes brings to life the era in which we first
realized both the awe-inspiring and the frightening
possibilities of science—an era whose consequences are
with us still. BONUS MATERIAL: This ebook edition
includes an excerpt from Richard Holmes's Falling
Upwards.
At the age of fourteen, Lakshmi leaves behind her
childhood among the mango trees of Ceylon for married
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life across the ocean in Malaysia, and soon finds herself
struggling to raise a family in a country that is, by turns,
unyielding and amazing, brutal and beautiful. Giving birth
to a child every year until she is nineteen, Lakshmi
becomes a formidable matriarch, determined to secure a
better life for her daughters and sons. From the
Japanese occupation during World War II to the torture
of watching some of her children succumb to life’s most
terrible temptations, she rises to face every new
challenge with almost mythic strength. Dreamy and
lyrical, told in the alternating voices of the men and
women of this amazing family, The Rice Mother
gorgeously evokes a world where small pleasures offset
unimaginable horrors, where ghosts and gods walk hand
in hand. It marks the triumphant debut of a writer whose
wisdom and soaring prose will touch readers, especially
women, the world over.
One of the most beloved and bestselling novels of
spiritual adventure ever published, Ishmael has earned a
passionate following. This special twenty-fifth
anniversary edition features a new foreword and
afterword by the author. “A thoughtful, fearlessly low-key
novel about the role of our species on the planet . . . laid
out for us with an originality and a clarity that few would
deny.”—The New York Times Book Review Teacher
Seeks Pupil. Must have an earnest desire to save the
world. Apply in person. It was just a three-line ad in the
personals section, but it launched the adventure of a
lifetime. So begins an utterly unique and captivating
novel. It is the story of a man who embarks on a highly
provocative intellectual adventure with a gorilla—a
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journey of the mind and spirit that changes forever the
way he sees the world and humankind’s place in it. In
Ishmael, which received the Turner Tomorrow
Fellowship for the best work of fiction offering positive
solutions to global problems, Daniel Quinn parses
humanity’s origins and its relationship with nature, in
search of an answer to this challenging question: How
can we save the world from ourselves? Explore Daniel
Quinn’s spiritual Ishmael trilogy: ISHMAEL • MY
ISHMAEL • THE STORY OF B Praise for Ishmael “As
suspenseful, inventive, and socially urgent as any fiction
or nonfiction you are likely to read this or any other
year.”—The Austin Chronicle “Before we’re halfway
through this slim book . . . we’re in [Daniel Quinn’s] grip,
we want Ishmael to teach us how to save the planet from
ourselves. We want to change our lives.”—The
Washington Post “Arthur Koestler, in an essay in which
he wondered whether mankind would go the way of the
dinosaur, formulated what he called the Dinosaur’s
Prayer: ‘Lord, a little more time!’ Ishmael does its bit to
answer that prayer and may just possibly have bought us
all a little more time.”—Los Angeles Times
The bestselling classic that redefined our view od the
relationship between beauty and female identity. In
today's world, women have more power, legal
recognition, and professional success than ever before.
Alongside the evident progress of the women's
movement, however, writer and journalist Naomi Wolf is
troubled by a different kind of social control, which, she
argues, may prove just as restrictive as the traditional
image of homemaker and wife. It's the beauty myth, an
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obsession with physical perfection that traps the modern
woman in an endless spiral of hope, self-consciousness,
and self-hatred as she tries to fulfill society's impossible
definition of "the flawless beauty."
A haunting and unforgettable novel about love, loss, race,
and desire in World War II–era America. On a sweltering day
in August 1942, Frankie Washburn returns to his family’s
rustic Minnesota resort for one last visit before he joins the
war as a bombardier, headed for the darkened skies over
Europe. Awaiting him at the Pines are those he’s about to
leave behind: his hovering mother; the distant father to whom
he’s been a disappointment; the Indian caretaker who’s
been more of a father to him than his own; and Billy, the
childhood friend who over the years has become something
much more intimate. But before the homecoming can be
celebrated, the search for a German soldier, escaped from
the POW camp across the river, explodes in a shocking act of
violence, with consequences that will reverberate years into
the future for all of them and that will shape how each of them
makes sense of their lives. With Prudence, Treuer delivers his
most ambitious and captivating novel yet. Powerful and
wholly original, it’s a story of desire and loss and the search
for connection in a riven world; of race and class in a
supposedly more innocent era. Most profoundly, it’s about
the secrets we choose to keep, the ones we can’t help but
tell, and who—and how—we’re allowed to love.
Lilly, the main character of Camilla Gibb’s stunning new
novel, has anything but a stable childhood. The daughter of
English/Irish hippies, she was “born in Yugoslavia, breast-fed
in the Ukraine, weaned in Corsica, freed from nappies in
Sicily and walking by the time [they] got to the Algarve…” The
family’s nomadic adventure ends in Tangier when Lilly’s
parents are killed in a drug deal gone awry. Orphaned at
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eight, Lilly is left in the care of a Sufi sheikh, who shows her
the way of Islam through the Qur’an. When political turmoil
erupts, Lilly, now sixteen, is sent to the ancient walled city of
Harar, Ethiopia, where she stays in a dirt-floored compound
with an impoverished widow named Nouria and her four
children. In Harar, Lilly earns her keep by helping with the
household chores and teaching local children the Qur’an.
Ignoring the cries of “farenji” (foreigner), she slowly begins to
put down roots, learning the language and immersing herself
in a culture rich in customs and rituals and lush with glittering
bright headscarves, the chorus of muezzins and the scent of
incense and coffee. She is drawn to an idealistic halfSudanese doctor named Aziz, and the two begin to meet
every Saturday at a social gathering. As they stay behind to
talk, Lilly finds her faith tested for the first time in her life:
“The desire to remain in his company overwhelmed common
sense; I would pick up my good Muslim self on the way
home.” Just as their love begins to blossom, they are
wrenched apart when the aging emperor Haile Selassie is
deposed by the brutal Dergue regime. Lilly seeks exile in
London, while Aziz stays to pursue his revolutionary
passions. In London, Lilly’s life as a white Muslim is no less
complicated. A hospital staff nurse, she befriends a refugee
from Ethiopia named Amina, whose daughter she helped to
deliver in a back alley. The two women set up a community
association to re-unite refugees with lost family members.
Their work, however, isn’t entirely altruistic. Both women are
looking for someone: Amina, her husband, Yusuf, and Lilly,
Aziz, who remains firmly, painfully, implanted in her heart.
The first-person narrative alternates seamlessly between
England (1981-91) and Ethiopia (1970-74), weaving a rich
tapestry of one woman’s quest to maintain faith and love
through revolution, upheaval and the alienation of life in exile.
Sweetness in the Belly was universally praised for the
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tremendous empathy that Gibb brings to an ambitious story.
Kirkus Reviews writes that the novel "reflect(s) the pain,
cultural relocation and uncertainty of tribal, political and
religious refugees the world over. Gibb's territory is urgently
modern and controversial but she enters it softly, with grace,
integrity and a lovely compassionate story. [It is a] poem to
belief and to the displaced–humane, resonant, original,
impressive." According to the Literary Review of Canada,
Sweetness in the Belly is “…a novel that is culturally sensitive,
consummately researched and deeply compassionate…richly
imagined, full of sensuous detail and arresting imagery…Gibb
has smuggled Western readers into the centre of lives they
might never otherwise come into contact with, let alone
understand.”
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • Provocative and illuminating
essays from women at the forefront of the climate movement
who are harnessing truth, courage, and solutions to lead
humanity forward. “A powerful read that fills one with, dare I
say . . . hope?”—The New York Times NAMED ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY SMITHSONIAN
MAGAZINE There is a renaissance blooming in the climate
movement: leadership that is more characteristically feminine
and more faithfully feminist, rooted in compassion,
connection, creativity, and collaboration. While it’s clear that
women and girls are vital voices and agents of change for this
planet, they are too often missing from the proverbial table.
More than a problem of bias, it’s a dynamic that sets us up
for failure. To change everything, we need everyone. All We
Can Save illuminates the expertise and insights of dozens of
diverse women leading on climate in the United
States—scientists, journalists, farmers, lawyers, teachers,
activists, innovators, wonks, and designers, across
generations, geographies, and race—and aims to advance a
more representative, nuanced, and solution-oriented public
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conversation on the climate crisis. These women offer a
spectrum of ideas and insights for how we can rapidly,
radically reshape society. Intermixing essays with poetry and
art, this book is both a balm and a guide for knowing and
holding what has been done to the world, while bolstering our
resolve never to give up on one another or our collective
future. We must summon truth, courage, and solutions to turn
away from the brink and toward life-giving possibility. Curated
by two climate leaders, the book is a collection and
celebration of visionaries who are leading us on a path
toward all we can save. With essays and poems by: Emily
Atkin • Xiye Bastida • Ellen Bass • Colette Pichon Battle •
Jainey K. Bavishi • Janine Benyus • adrienne maree brown •
Régine Clément • Abigail Dillen • Camille T. Dungy • Rhiana
Gunn-Wright • Joy Harjo • Katharine Hayhoe • Mary Annaïse
Heglar • Jane Hirshfield • Mary Anne Hitt • Ailish Hopper •
Tara Houska, Zhaabowekwe • Emily N. Johnston • Joan
Naviyuk Kane • Naomi Klein • Kate Knuth • Ada Limón •
Louise Maher-Johnson • Kate Marvel • Gina McCarthy •
Anne Haven McDonnell • Sarah Miller • Sherri Mitchell,
Weh’na Ha’mu Kwasset • Susanne C. Moser • Lynna Odel
• Sharon Olds • Mary Oliver • Kate Orff • Jacqui Patterson •
Leah Penniman • Catherine Pierce • Marge Piercy • Kendra
Pierre-Louis • Varshini • Prakash • Janisse Ray • Christine
E. Nieves Rodriguez • Favianna Rodriguez • Cameron
Russell • Ash Sanders • Judith D. Schwartz • Patricia Smith
• Emily Stengel • Sarah Stillman • Leah Cardamore Stokes •
Amanda Sturgeon • Maggie Thomas • Heather McTeer
Toney • Alexandria Villaseñor • Alice Walker • Amy
Westervelt • Jane Zelikova
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Year We
Left Home and A Cloud in the Shape of a Girl, this dazzling
novel is hailed as an “instantly addictive...tale of yearning,
paradox, and hope.” (Booklist) After surviving a horrific
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shooting at her high school, fifteen-year-old Linnea is packed
off to live with her estranged father, Art, in California. Art, not
much more than a child himself, doesn’t quite understand
how or why he has suddenly become responsible for raising a
sullen—and probably deeply damaged—adolescent girl. And
although Linnea has little interest in her father, she becomes
fascinated by the eccentric cast of characters surrounding
him: Conner, a local handyman whose own home life is a war
zone, and Christie, her neighbor, who has just been given the
reins to a bizarrely named charity fund, the Humanity Project.
As the Fund gains traction and Linnea begins to heal, the
Humanity Project begs the question: Can you indeed pay
someone to be good? At what price? Thompson proves
herself at the height of her powers in The Humanity Project,
crafting emotionally suspenseful and thoroughly entertaining
characters, in which we inevitably see ourselves. Set against
the backdrop of current events and cultural calamity, it is at
once a multifaceted ensemble drama and a deftly observant
story of our twenty-first-century society.
A sweeping debut novel that explores the intimate struggle for
independence and success of a young descendant of Indian
indentured laborers in Mauritius, a small multiracial island in
the Indian Ocean. "The beauty of Busjeet's splendid, often
breathtaking book is, like the best stories of journeys to young
adulthood, the precious and well-observed and heartbreaking
details of day-to-day life." --Edward P. Jones, Pulitzer Prize
winning author of The Known World In the 1950s, Vishnu
Bhushan is a young boy yet to learn the truth beyond the
rumors of his family's fractured histories--an alliance, as his
mother says, of two bankrupt families. In evocative chapters,
the first two decades of Vishnu's life in Mauritius unfolds with
heart wrenching closeness as he battles to experience the
world beyond, and the cultural, political, and familial turmoil
that hold on to him. Through gorgeous and precise language,
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Silent Winds, Dry Seas conjures the spirit and rich life of
Mauritius, even as its diverse peoples live under colonial rule.
Weaving the soaring hopes, fierce love, and heart-breaking
tragedies of Vishnu's proud Mauritian family together with his
country's turbulent path to gain independence, Busjeet
masterfully evokes the epic sweep of history in the intimate
moments of a boy's life. Silent Winds, Dry Seas is a poetic,
powerful, and universal novel of identity and place, of the
legacies of colonialism, of tradition, modernity, and
emigration, and of what a family will sacrifice for its children to
thrive.
This book was written as part of the Humanity Books:
Creative Writers Program. A book kit was given to the child
author of this book and he/she wrote and illustrated this story.
Humanity Books partners with other organizations to provide
creative arts projects for in-need children. All profits from
book sales are given to the organization in order to directly
benefit the child. The author of this story attends the
Sunnyvale Neighborhood Center in Salt Lake City, Utah. The
Refugee and Immigrant Center- Asian Association of Utah
provides English classes, after-school programs, and
provides walk-in and outreach services for the community at
Sunnyvale Neighborhood Center.
'I only ever asked you for one thing,' my father said, a quiver
in his voice. 'Just this one thing.' It was as though I had
smashed the Ten Commandments. 'Oh father,' I cried,
grovelling at his ankles while my mother and siblings looked
on. 'The one thing you asked of me - is everything.' Bani
Adam has known all his life what was expected of him. To
marry the right kind of girl. To make the House of Adam
proud. But Bani wanted more than this - he wanted to make
his own choices. Being the first in his Australian Muslim family
to go to university, he could see a different way. Years later,
Bani will write his story to his son, Kahlil. Telling him of the
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choices that were made on Bani's behalf and those that he
made for himself. Of the hurt he caused and the heartache he
carries. Of the mistakes he made and the lessons he learned.
In this moving and timely novel, Michael Mohammed Ahmad
balances the complexities of modern love with the demands
of family, tradition and faith. The Other Half of You is the
powerful, insightful and unforgettable new novel from the
Miles Franklin shortlisted author of The Lebs. PRAISE FOR
THE LEBS WINNER NSW Premier's Literary Awards
Multicultural NSW Award 2019 SHORTLISTED Miles Franklin
Literary Award 2019 'an open-eyed and highly charismatic
novel broiling with fight, tenderness and ambition' Big Issue
'wonderfully vivid and compelling . . . utterly authentic'
Books+Publishing
The history of Vietnam lies in this bowl, for it is in Hanoi, the
Vietnamese heart, that pho was born, a combination of the
rice noodles that predominated after a thousand years of
Chinese occupation and the taste for beef the Vietnamese
acquired under the French, who turned their cows away from
ploughs and into bifteck and pot-au-feu. The name of their
national soup is pronounced like this French word for fire, as
Hung’s Uncle Chien explained to him long ago. “We’re
clever people,” his uncle had said. “We took the best the
occupiers had to offer and made it our own. Fish sauce is the
key—in matters of soup and well beyond. Even romance,
some people say.” —from The Beauty of Humanity Movement
(p 5) by Camilla Gibb Old Man Hu’ng has been making and
selling pho to hungry devotees for nearly 70 years,
continually adapting his recipe and the location of his food
cart to accommodate the terrible demands of poverty, war
and oppression that have plagued Hanoi throughout his long
life. Cherished least of all his mother’s ten children thanks to
an inauspicious facial birthmark, Hu’ng was sent in 1933 to
apprentice at his Uncle Chien’s restaurant where he
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achieved mastery over broth and noodles. Inheriting the
business from his uncle, Hu’ng’s sublime cookery and
willingness to barter made him a favourite in the 1950s with
the Beauty of Humanity Movement, a group of artists and
intellectuals who dared question Communist rule, at great
peril. Heading the Movement was Dao, a poet whose young
son Binh would shadow Hu’ng at the restaurant, hungry not
for noodles but for the attention that his own revolutionary
father was too distracted to provide. When Dao was inevitably
arrested, Binh’s mother whisked the boy into hiding, blinding
him in one eye to avoid conscription. Hu’ng was forced to
close his restaurant, but not knowing any other life’s work, he
persisted in making and selling pho by pushing a food cart
through the city, even when forced to make his noodles with
scavenged pond weeds. Fifty years later, Binh is a middleclass Hanoi carpenter who once again consumes daily bowls
of Hu’ng’s pho, following the old man to whatever location
he has moved to in order to evade police beatings. Binh tries
valiantly to protect Hu’ng, the gentle old man who is as close
to a father as he has ever known. By extension Hu’ng is also
a grandfather to Binh’s son Tu’, a somewhat aimless Nikeshod tour guide who wears his clothes and hair in modern
fashion, and yet whose spirited idealism reminds Hu’ng of his
revolutionist grandfather. Then one day Hu’ng’s improvised
pho stand is visited by a beautiful stranger, Maggie, a foreignraised Vietnamese art curator who was spirited out of Hanoi
as a child during the fall of Saigon. Her artist father
disappeared in those tumultuous times, and Maggie has
returned to the country of her birth to learn his fate. Hearing
of Hu’ng’s reputation, she has come to plead for
answers—did he know her father? Hu’ng’s memory is failing,
but he dearly wants to help this young woman, whose beauty
sends him back to a time long ago, when he loved a girl
whose betrayal he has never forgiven. . . Steeped in rich and
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highly evocative language, Camilla Gibb’s The Beauty of
Humanity Movement is a nuanced and gentle paean for
Vietnam, a poignant testament to the strength and resiliency
of love and art in overcoming terrible hardship.

A New York Times Bestseller Winner of the 2014 Kirkus
Prize Winner of the 2014 New England Book Award for
Fiction A Finalist for the National Book Critics Circle
Award A Best Book of the Year for: New York Times
Book Review, Time, NPR, Washington Post,
Entertainment Weekly, Newsday, Vogue, New York
Magazine, Seattle Times, San Francisco Chronicle, Wall
Street Journal, Boston Globe, The Guardian, Kirkus
Reviews, Amazon, Publishers Weekly, Our Man in
Boston, Oprah.com, Salon Euphoria is Lily King’s
nationally bestselling breakout novel of three young,
gifted anthropologists of the ‘30’s caught in a
passionate love triangle that threatens their bonds, their
careers, and, ultimately, their lives. Inspired by events in
the life of revolutionary anthropologist Margaret Mead,
Euphoria is "dazzling ... suspenseful ... brilliant...an
exhilarating novel.”—Boston Globe
Finalist for the 2021 PEN/E.O. Wilson Literary Science
Writing Award A Library Journal Best Science &
Technology Book of 2020 A Publishers Weekly Best
Nonfiction Book of 2020 2020 Goodreads Choice Award
Semifinalist in Science & Technology A prize-winning
journalist upends our centuries-long assumptions about
migration through science, history, and
reporting--predicting its lifesaving power in the face of
climate change. The news today is full of stories of
dislocated people on the move. Wild species, too, are
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escaping warming seas and desiccated lands, creeping,
swimming, and flying in a mass exodus from their past
habitats. News media presents this scrambling of the
planet's migration patterns as unprecedented, provoking
fears of the spread of disease and conflict and waves of
anxiety across the Western world. On both sides of the
Atlantic, experts issue alarmed predictions of millions of
invading aliens, unstoppable as an advancing tsunami,
and countries respond by electing anti-immigration
leaders who slam closed borders that were historically
porous. But the science and history of migration in
animals, plants, and humans tell a different story. Far
from being a disruptive behavior to be quelled at any
cost, migration is an ancient and lifesaving response to
environmental change, a biological imperative as
necessary as breathing. Climate changes triggered the
first human migrations out of Africa. Falling sea levels
allowed our passage across the Bering Sea.
Unhampered by barbed wire, migration allowed our
ancestors to people the planet, catapulting us into the
highest reaches of the Himalayan mountains and the
most remote islands of the Pacific, creating and
disseminating the biological, cultural, and social diversity
that ecosystems and societies depend upon. In other
words, migration is not the crisis--it is the solution.
Conclusively tracking the history of misinformation from
the 18th century through today's anti-immigration
policies, The Next Great Migration makes the case for a
future in which migration is not a source of fear, but of
hope.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • WINNER OF THE
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PULITZER PRIZE • A searing, post-apocalyptic novel
about a father and son's fight to survive, this "tale of
survival and the miracle of goodness only adds to
McCarthy's stature as a living master. It's gripping,
frightening and, ultimately, beautiful" (San Francisco
Chronicle). A father and his son walk alone through
burned America. Nothing moves in the ravaged
landscape save the ash on the wind. It is cold enough to
crack stones, and when the snow falls it is gray. The sky
is dark. Their destination is the coast, although they don't
know what, if anything, awaits them there. They have
nothing; just a pistol to defend themselves against the
lawless bands that stalk the road, the clothes they are
wearing, a cart of scavenged food—and each other. The
Road is the profoundly moving story of a journey. It
boldly imagines a future in which no hope remains, but in
which the father and his son, "each the other's world
entire," are sustained by love. Awesome in the totality of
its vision, it is an unflinching meditation on the worst and
the best that we are capable of: ultimate destructiveness,
desperate tenacity, and the tenderness that keeps two
people alive in the face of total devastation.
From the renowned author of Sweetness in the Belly,
The Beauty of Humanity Movement and This Is Happy,
comes a bold, urgent and richly imagined novel about
what it means to be a family in our modern world. Lila is
on a long, painful journey toward motherhood. Tess and
Emily are reeling after their ugly separation and fighting
over ownership of the embryos that were supposed to
grow their family together. And thousands of miles away,
the unknown man who served as anonymous donor to
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them all is being held in captivity in Somalia. While his
life remains in precarious balance, his genetic material is
a source of both creation and conflict. What does it mean
to be a family in our rapidly shifting world? What are our
responsibilities to each other with increasing options for
how to create a family? As these characters grapple with
life-altering changes, they will find themselves
interconnected in ways they cannot have imagined, and
forced to redefine what family means to them.
From the Pulitzer Prize–winning author of All the Light
We Cannot See, perhaps the most bestselling and
beloved literary fiction of our time, comes a triumph of
imagination and compassion, a soaring novel about
children on the cusp of adulthood in a broken world, who
find resilience, hope, and story. The heroes of Cloud
Cuckoo Land are trying to figure out the world around
them: Anna and Omeir, on opposite sides of the
formidable city walls during the 1453 siege of
Constantinople; teenage idealist Seymour in an attack on
a public library in present day Idaho; and Konstance, on
an interstellar ship bound for an exoplanet, decades from
now. Like Marie-Laure and Werner in All the Light We
Cannot See, Anna, Omeir, Seymour, and Konstance are
dreamers and outsiders who find resourcefulness and
hope in the midst of peril. An ancient text—the story of
Aethon, who longs to be turned into a bird so that he can
fly to a utopian paradise in the sky—provides solace and
mystery to these unforgettable characters. Doerr has
created a tapestry of times and places that reflects our
vast interconnectedness—with other species, with each
other, with those who lived before us and those who will
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be here after we’re gone. Dedicated to “the librarians
then, now, and in the years to come,” Cloud Cuckoo
Land is a hauntingly beautiful and redemptive novel
about stewardship—of the book, of the Earth, of the
human heart.
A fearless young woman from a small African village
starts a revolution against an American oil company in
this sweeping, inspiring novel from the New York Times
bestselling author of Behold the Dreamers. NAMED ONE
OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY ESQUIRE •
“Mbue reaches for the moon and, by the novel’s end,
has it firmly held in her hand.”—NPR We should have
known the end was near. So begins Imbolo Mbue’s
powerful second novel, How Beautiful We Were. Set in
the fictional African village of Kosawa, it tells of a people
living in fear amid environmental degradation wrought by
an American oil company. Pipeline spills have rendered
farmlands infertile. Children are dying from drinking toxic
water. Promises of cleanup and financial reparations to
the villagers are made—and ignored. The country’s
government, led by a brazen dictator, exists to serve its
own interests. Left with few choices, the people of
Kosawa decide to fight back. Their struggle will last for
decades and come at a steep price. Told from the
perspective of a generation of children and the family of
a girl named Thula who grows up to become a
revolutionary, How Beautiful We Were is a masterful
exploration of what happens when the reckless drive for
profit, coupled with the ghost of colonialism, comes up
against one community’s determination to hold on to its
ancestral land and a young woman’s willingness to
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sacrifice everything for the sake of her people’s
freedom.
A horse of nineteenth century England tells his life story
from his early home through many masters and
experiences, both good and bad.
From a breathtaking new voice, a novel about a
splintered family in Kenya—a story of power and deceit,
unrequited love, survival and sacrifice. Odidi Oganda,
running for his life, is gunned down in the streets of
Nairobi. His grief-stricken sister, Ajany, just returned from
Brazil, and their father bring his body back to their
crumbling home in the Kenyan drylands, seeking some
comfort and peace. But the murder has stirred memories
long left untouched and unleashed a series of
unexpected events: Odidi and Ajany’s mercurial mother
flees in a fit of rage; a young Englishman arrives at the
Ogandas’ house, seeking his missing father; a hardened
policeman who has borne witness to unspeakable acts
reopens a cold case; and an all-seeing Trader with a
murky identity plots an overdue revenge. In scenes
stretching from the violent upheaval of contemporary
Kenya back through a shocking political assassination in
1969 and the Mau Mau uprisings against British colonial
rule in the 1950s, we come to learn the secrets held by
this parched landscape, buried deep within the shared
past of the family and of a conflicted nation. Here is a
spellbinding novel about a brother and sister who have
lost their way; about how myths come to pass, history is
written, and war stains us forever.

The acclaimed author of Sweetness in the Belly
journeys to Vietnam in this rich and tantalizing new
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novel. Raised in the United States but Vietnamese
by birth, Maggie has come to Hanoi seeking clues to
the fate of her father, a dissident artist who
disappeared during the war. Her search brings her to
Old Man Hu'ng's pho stall. The old man once had a
shop frequented by revolutionary artists, but now Tu',
a hustling young entrepreneur, is his most faithful
customer. Maggie, Hu'ng, and Tu' come together
during a highly charged season that will mark them
forever. Exploring the indelible legacies of war and
art, as well as love's power to renew, The Beauty of
Humanity Movement is a stellar achievement by a
globally renowned literary light.
AN INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTELLER
Beautiful World, Where Are You is a new novel by
Sally Rooney, the bestselling author of Normal
People and Conversations with Friends. Alice, a
novelist, meets Felix, who works in a warehouse,
and asks him if he’d like to travel to Rome with her.
In Dublin, her best friend, Eileen, is getting over a
break-up, and slips back into flirting with Simon, a
man she has known since childhood. Alice, Felix,
Eileen, and Simon are still young—but life is catching
up with them. They desire each other, they delude
each other, they get together, they break apart. They
have sex, they worry about sex, they worry about
their friendships and the world they live in. Are they
standing in the last lighted room before the
darkness, bearing witness to something? Will they
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find a way to believe in a beautiful world?
“Shawna Yang Ryan’s propulsive storytelling
carries us through a bloody time in Taiwanese
history, its implications still reverberating today. The
story is haunted by questions about whether Taiwan
is a part of China or its own country, what the costs
are of standing up for one’s beliefs and by the
choices made by one father and his daughter. Green
Island is a tough, unsentimental and moving novel
that is a memorial not only to the heroes, but also to
the survivors.” —Viet Thanh Nguyen, Pulitzer Prizewinning author of The Sympathizer A stunning story
of love, betrayal, and family, set against the
backdrop of a changing Taiwan over the course of
the twentieth century. February 28, 1947: Trapped
inside the family home amid an uprising that has
rocked Taipei, Dr. Tsai delivers his youngest
daughter, the unnamed narrator of Green Island, just
after midnight as the city is plunged into martial law.
In the following weeks, as the Chinese Nationalists
act to crush the opposition, Dr. Tsai becomes one of
the many thousands of people dragged away from
their families and thrown into prison. His return, after
more than a decade, is marked by alienation from
his loved ones and paranoia among his
community—conflicts that loom over the growing
bond he forms with his youngest daughter. Years
later, this troubled past follows her to the United
States, where, as a mother and a wife, she too is
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forced to decide between what is right and what
might save her family—the same choice she
witnessed her father make many years before. As
the novel sweeps across six decades and two
continents, the life of the narrator shadows the
course of Taiwan’s history from the end of Japanese
colonial rule to the decades under martial law and,
finally, to Taiwan’s transformation into a democracy.
But, above all, Green Island is a lush and lyrical
story of a family and a nation grappling with the
nuances of complicity and survival, raising the
question: how far would you be willing to go for the
ones you love?
From Giller Prize winner, internationally acclaimed,
and bestselling author Vincent Lam comes a
superbly crafted, highly suspenseful, and deeply
affecting novel set against the turmoil of the Vietnam
War. Percival Chen is the headmaster of the most
respected English school in Saigon. He is also a bon
vivant, a compulsive gambler and an incorrigible
womanizer. He is well accustomed to bribing a
forever-changing list of government officials in order
to maintain the elite status of the Chen Academy. He
is fiercely proud of his Chinese heritage, and quick to
spot the business opportunities rife in a divided
country. He devotedly ignores all news of the fighting
that swirls around him, choosing instead to read the
faces of his opponents at high-stakes mahjong
tables. But when his only son gets in trouble with the
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Vietnamese authorities, Percival faces the limits of
his connections and wealth and is forced to send him
away. In the loneliness that follows, Percival finds
solace in Jacqueline, a beautiful woman of mixed
French and Vietnamese heritage, and Laing Jai, a
son born to them on the eve of the Tet offensive.
Percival's new-found happiness is precarious, and
as the complexities of war encroach further and
further into his world, he must confront the tragedy of
all he has refused to see. Blessed with intriguingly
flawed characters moving through a richly drawn
historical and physical landscape, The Headmaster's
Wager is a riveting story of love, betrayal and
sacrifice.
*** A GOOD MORNING AMERICA BUZZ PICK! ***
An electrifying novel about the meteoric rise of an
iconic interracial rock duo in the 1970s, their
sensational breakup, and the dark secrets unearthed
when they try to reunite decades later for one last
tour. “Feels truer and more mesmerizing than some
true stories. It’s a packed time capsule that doubles
as a stick of dynamite.” —The New York Times Book
Review “One of the most ?immersive novels I’ve
ever read….This is a thrilling work of polyphony—a first
novel, that reads like the work of an old hand.” —TaNehisi Coates, New York Times bestselling author of
The Water Dancer and Between the World and Me *
A Most Anticipated Selection By * O, The Oprah
Magazine * Vogue * Elle * Good Morning America *
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Washington Post * Entertainment Weekly * Essence
* PopSugar * BookRiot * Goodreads * Literary Hub *
Parade * Ms. Magazine * The Millions * Opal is a
fiercely independent young woman pushing against
the grain in her style and attitude, Afro-punk before
that term existed. Coming of age in Detroit, she
can’t imagine settling for a 9-to-5 job—despite her
unusual looks, Opal believes she can be a star. So
when the aspiring British singer/songwriter Neville
Charles discovers her at a bar’s amateur night, she
takes him up on his offer to make rock music
together for the fledgling Rivington Records. In early
seventies New York City, just as she’s finding her
niche as part of a flamboyant and funky creative
scene, a rival band signed to her label brandishes a
Confederate flag at a promotional concert. Opal’s
bold protest and the violence that ensues set off a
chain of events that will not only change the lives of
those she loves, but also be a deadly reminder that
repercussions are always harsher for women,
especially black women, who dare to speak their
truth. Decades later, as Opal considers a 2016
reunion with Nev, music journalist S. Sunny Shelton
seizes the chance to curate an oral history about her
idols. Sunny thought she knew most of the stories
leading up to the cult duo’s most politicized chapter.
But as her interviews dig deeper, a nasty new
allegation from an unexpected source threatens to
blow up everything. Provocative and chilling, The
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Final Revival of Opal & Nev features a backup
chorus of unforgettable voices, a heroine the likes of
which we’ve not seen in storytelling, and a daring
structure, and introduces a bold new voice in
contemporary fiction.
I have asked permission to dedicate this book to you
not only in memory of the hagpy evenings I have
spent with you in Saigon over the last five years, but
also because I have quite shamelessly borrowed the
location of your flat to house one of iny characters,
and your name, Phuong, for the convenience of
readers because it is simple, beautiful and easy to
pronounce, which is not true of all your couiftrywomen’s names. You will both realise I have
borrowed little else, certainly not the characters of
anyone in Viet Nam. Pyle, Granger, Fowler, Vigot,
Joe— these have had no originals in the life of Saigon
or Hanoi, and General The is dead : shot in the back,
so thfcy say. Even the historical events have been
rearranged. For example, the big bomb near the
Continental preceded and did not follow the bicycle
bombs. I have no scruples about such small
changes. This is a story and not a piece of history,
and I hope that as a story about a few imaginary
characters it will pass for both of you one hot Saigon
evening.
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